Entities on the Web of Data need to have labels in order to be exposable to humans in a meaningful way. These labels can then be used for exploring the data, i.e., for displaying the entities in a linked data browser or other front-end applications, but also to support keywordbased or natural-language based search over the Web of Data. Far too many applications fall back to exposing the URIs of the entities to the user in the absence of more easily understandable representations such as human-readable labels. In this work we introduce a number of labelrelated metrics: completeness of the labeling, the efficient accessibility of the labels, unambiguity of labeling, and the multilinguality of the labeling. We report our findings from measuring the Web of Data using these metrics. We also investigate which properties are used for labeling purposes, since many vocabularies define further labeling properties beyond the standard property from RDFS.
Introduction
A growing number of applications is expected to use the Web of Data. They will discover descriptions of interesting entities on the Web, load these descriptions, and improve the user experience by being smarter, or enable completely new scenarios, by building on the knowledge found in the Semantic Web [8] . These applications often need to expose the entities and the data they have gathered about these entities from the Web to the end user. In order to do so, labels are often used as human-readable names for the entities. Labels can be utilized for a number of different purposes:
displaying the data to end-users, instead of displaying the URIs, for searches over the Web of Data, be they keyword-based or question-based, for indexing purposes, or for training and using annotation tools with a given knowledge base, etc.
In order to be able to utilize labels, they need to be made accessible to the application. In the general case it is assumed that labels will be made available, among other information, by dereferencing the URI of an entity using the HTTP protocol, following Linked Open Data principles [21] .
In reality, the situation is slightly more complicated. Issues such as internationalization, multiple labels for an entity, the computational costs associated with dereferencing, or the use of alternative labeling properties make the task of finding a label for a given entity much harder than expected. In this paper we investigate how labeling on the Web of Data is actually used. The findings of our analysis allow us to derive a number of recommendations for data publishers. We define a number of metrics that provide a baseline for a quantitative analysis of the state of labeling on the Web. We finally come up with some suggestions on how to improve the current situation. The suggestions are aimed at simplifying the usage of data from the Semantic Web in any application.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work, especially how current applications (mostly browsers for linked data) deal with the issue of labeling. Section 3 draws the distinction between information resources and non-information resources, and how they are currently dealt with by data publishers with regards to labels. In Section 4 we investigate which properties are actually used to provide labels. Even though there is a property defined in the RDFS standard, a number of vocabularies define alternative properties to provide labels. Based on those properties, we define metrics in Section 5 in order to assess the current state of labeling in the Web of Data, followed by the results of applying those metrics on a sample of the Web in Section 6. We close with a number of recommendations and conclusions in Section 7.
Related work
Applications enabling human users to exploit the Web of Data can be classified into three categories: Linked Data browsers, Linked Data search engines, and domain specific Linked Data applications [20] .
Linked data browsers, such as Disco [9] , Tabulator [5] or Marbles [4] to name just a few, enable human users the exploration of linked data similar to how HTML browsers enable exploration of the traditional Web of documents. Instead of navigating between HTML pages, they allow navigation between RDF documents following links in the data by following RDF links. Since applications consuming linked data such as linked data browsers are intended to be used by a broad audience if the Web of Data becomes widely used, hiding technical details such as URIs when displaying facts to human users becomes crucial. For annotating entities with human-readable descriptions, the property rdfs:label from the RDF vocabulary is commonly used to provide a human-readable version of a resource's name besides its URI [10] .
For example when displaying data available in the linked data cloud for the artist Sidney Bechet using the linked data browser Sig.ma, the list of information items for his affiliation contains, amongst other items, the following three items:
http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.049jnng http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.043j22x -Sidney Bechet and His Orchestra For the first two items no human-readable labels are available to Sig.ma, therefore the URI is displayed which does not represent anything meaningful to the user besides the information that Freebase contains information about Sidney Bechet.
If for a resource no label is known or an unexpected property is used for labeling or the label is not retrieved by resolving the URI, developers of linked data browser came up with a set of options when dealing with the problem of missing human-readable labels:
1. The URI itself is displayed to the user. The URI can be meaningful for some users that do not regard it as noise and that are capable of deriving the meaning from some readable strings in the URI. However, this requires URIs that have been created by following a convention to use meaningful names for URIs. 1 Displaying the URI also often leads to an overly technical feel of the interface. 2. The last part of the URI is used, i.e. the local name or the fragment identifier.
For example for the URI http://www.example.com/about#bob the fragment identifier bob is used, and for the URI http://www.example.com/people/alice the last part of the path is used, i.e. alice. 3. A more complex mechanism, as e.g. used in Protégé [18] which allows the user to specify which property values to display.
Human-oriented search engines such as Falcons, Sindice, MicroSearch, Watson, SWSE, and Swoogle provide keyword-based search services. Keyword search on graphs relies on the existence of nodes that are labeled thus allowing to match keywords to nodes via their labels [19, 30] , or on meaningful URIs .
While measurements of the Web of Data have been performed before [14, 32, 13] , an analysis of labels in the Web of Data has not been performed. However, Azlinayati et al. [24] analyzed identifiers and labels in 219 OWL ontologies. Given that the Web of Data mainly consists of instance data, their analysis regarding schema data can be seen as complementing our approach which analyses instance data.
Information resources and non-information resources
URIs are used to identify resources, where a resource might be anything from a person over an abstract idea to a simple document on the Web [23] . Information resources (IR) are resources that consist of information and therefore all of their essential characteristics can be conveyed in a message and be transported over
Labeling properties
The RDFS standard defines the property label, which can be used to connect an entity to a name aimed at human consumption [11] . But rdfs:label is only one of the many means that are actually used on the Web to assign a human-readable name to an entity. There are several different reasons for using alternative labeling properties. Some vocabularies prefer to use more specific properties to assign names. For example, the FOAF vocabulary [12] defines foaf:name to assign a name to a person, as it sounds much more acceptable to give a person a name than a label. The SWRC ontology [29] provides swrc:name as well. SKOS even provides a set of properties for preferred and alternative labels [25] , as the simple label property from RDFS is not sufficient for the needs of SKOS. Other vocabularies might provide an alternative labeling property due to legacy reasons. FOAF introduces a foaf:LabelProperty class for labeling such properties, but this is not used even within FOAF itself. In order to find out which properties are used for labeling, we examined the BTC 2010 corpus. From the corpus we extracted the property from all quads with a literal with the datatype xsd:string or without a given datatype. We counted the number of occurrences for each such property. From the set of 178 properties that occurred at least 100,000 times 9 we manually assessed whether the property is used for the purpose of labeling. To do so we performed a URI lookup on the property itself, checking the label and the description of the property, and then looked at instance data. This resulted in a list of 36 properties shown in Table 1 that are used for the purpose of labeling. Note that the numbers in Table 1 should not be read as the number of labeled entities, since an entity can have multiple labels or an entity can be labeled several times in multiple contexts.
Most of these properties are not connected to rdfs:label in a way that would allow for machines to automatically discover the alternative labeling property. From the given list, only FOAF [12] , SKOS [25] , and Geonames 10 explicitly connect their labeling properties to rdfs:label via the rdfs:subPropertyOf property. Under both RDFS [11] and OWL 2 semantics [17] , this would allow to automatically infer that any label connected with the alternative labeling property is also a valid value for rdfs:label. 11 Also, the pattern occurs so frequently that it might be worthwhile to hard-code it into an application, to avoid the overhead implied by the usage of a reasoner. Note that proteinontology contains multiple properties used for labeling. This is due to the fact, that these properties are annotated as functional properties with a given domain. For example the domain of the property po:Atom is the class po:Atoms. That means that when using such a property, besides labeling an entity this, this entity can be uniquely referred to via that label and it can be inferred that this entity belongs to class po:Atoms.
Metrics
In this section we define a number of metrics that help study the properties of labeling within a dataset. In the following section we will discuss the results of measuring the Web of Data along these metrics.
Completeness
All non-information resources should have labels. The labeling completeness metric LC tells us if this is indeed the case. It is the ratio of all URIs with at least one value for a labeling property to all URIs in a given knowledge base. The metric is extended with three parameters: the actual properties used to assign the label, the entities to be regarded by the metric, and the dataset.
Labeling properties are indicated by the subscript of the metric. They may be defined strictly as only rdfs:label (LC rdf s ), or including any formally defined subproperty of rdfs:label (LC rdf s+ ), or as any other set of labeling properties lp (LC lp ) (such as the set presented in Section 4, which we call BT C).
The regarded entities are defined by the superscript. Most often, we will only want to consider the non-information resources (LC N IR ). For an automatic assessment of this metric we also must devise a method to decide whether a given URI is an information resource, or a non-information resource, as discussed in Section 3. One might also argue that some non-information resources actually do not require labels, as some resources are basically artifacts of the knowledge representation (LC − ). In RDFS and OWL this would most prominently include nodes that model n-ary relations [26] .
The third parameter is given as the argument of the metric. Thus LC(D) is the labeling completeness of the dataset D. We expect LC(D) to always be 1 for a good knowledge base D.
Note that a dataset may include data from several RDF files, and indeed most of the time LC is defined over the merged data from a whole site. In this paper, for example, we regard the BTC as a whole, the merged data from several million look-ups.
Efficient accessibility
A wide-spread method to work with data from the Semantic Web is called follow your nose, and it works due to the Linked Open Data principles [21] : whenever an application encounters an unknown URI, it can simply dereference the URI in order to access information about the entity identified by the URI. This will usually include a label for the entity of interest, and also links to other entities to which the given entity is connected, so that the application can further dereference these as well.
Assume that for the URI ex:Berlin the result of this exercise looks as follows:
ex:Berlin ex:location ex:Germany . ex:Berlin rdfs:label "Berlin" .
A linked data browser can display the string Berlin to represent the resource of interest, but it has to look up both ex:location and ex:Germany before it can represent the single fact that is included in the response. If an RDF graph contains 50 triples, with about 60-80 different URIs, the application actually needs to make several dozens of HTTP requests in order to display the facts within that single resource. This turns out to be the main reason for the slow performance of linked data browsers [31] : a single browsing step can fire dozens, if not hundreds, of requests.
Imagine that the response would instead be:
ex:Berlin ex:location ex:Germany .
ex:Berlin rdfs:label "Berlin" . ex:location rdfs:label "Location" . ex:Germany rdfs:label "Germany" .
Now the application can display the fact without any additional lookup. This approach has nevertheless several disadvantages: it implies redundancy, and leads to larger data files. In general it is expected to nevertheless reduce the load and bandwidth of serving linked open data as the amount of requests would be significantly reduced.
We define the metric LE as the ratio of all mentioned URIs with at least one value for a labeling property to all mentioned URIs in a given RDF graph. The subscript and superscript are defined as for LC, the superscript can further define a background set of known labels (e.g. for a widely deployed vocabulary like FOAF or GoodRelations [22] ). For example, the following graph would have a LE f oaf − rdf s of 1, but a LE − rdf s of 0.5 (since the foaf:img property has no label). Note that for brevity RDF and RDFS are always assumed to be known.
Whereas for the LC metric we can always look up a given URI, this is not allowed for LE. Nevertheless, LE with sensible parameters should always be 1 in order to increase the utility of any given response for inquiring applications.
Unambiguity
Each entity can have a whole set of different labels attached to it. This will likely yield meaningful results if the application can distinguish between these labels: SKOS includes different properties for denominating preferred and alternative labels [25] , and given a multi-lingual knowledge base we expect to have several labels for a given entity, one in each language (see the following section).
But an entity can also have several labels that are not at all differentiated. In this case an application has to select one of the labels. And unless it does not have a deterministic selection procedure, the application might end up being inconsistent, displaying different labels every time the entity is displayed -which might easily lead to confusion for the user of the application. Even if the application provides a deterministic selection procedure, as long as this procedure is not common among all applications the user uses to interact with a given knowledge base, the user will be exposed to confusing inconsistencies in the interface.
We introduce the metric LU f which is the ratio of all URIs that have exactly one preferred label according to a selection procedure f to all URIs with any label in a given knowledge base. The superscript is the same as for LC, but the subscript is replaced by the selection procedure f , which might be, in the simplest case, just selecting any value of rdfs:label (LC rdf s ), but could also include a more sophisticated preference function (e.g. if there is a skos:prefLabel take that, otherwise any rdfs:label).
As with all the other metrics in this paper, a good knowledge base should have a LU of 1.
Multilinguality
Language tags can be used on plain literals to state the natural language used by the literal. This enables applications to select the most appropriate literals based on their user's language preferences. An example for a literal with a language tag is "university"@en or "Universität"@de.
In order to measure multilinguality we define two metrics: LLN , the number of languages used with a labeling property, and LLC lang , the completeness for a given language, i.e. the ratio of URIs with at least one label tagged with the given language or a less specific one to all URIs in a given knowledge base. The same sub-and superscripts apply as for LC (note that there are two different superscripts). If no superscript defines the language, then the average over all used languages is supposed.
Results
We used the metrics defined in the previous section on the BTC 2010 corpus. For measuring, we did not consider entailments as defined by the formal semantics of RDFS, OWL, or RIF. In particular we did not mush entities together through owl:sameAs statements or inverse functional properties, but regarded them URI by URI.
The BTC2011 corpus consists of 219 chunks. From each chunk we extracted the URIs from the first 100 nquads which resulted in 7195 URIs. For each URI we performed a lookup and identified 1376 NIRs by 303 See other redirect. By following the redirect and analyzing the RDF data we found that for 526 NIRs at least one label exists given the properties in Table 1 . This means that only 38.2% of the analyzed NIRs have a label. Table 2 shows which properties are used to assign labels. In order to measure the efficient accessibility, we looked through a sample of five random graphs from each second level domain in the BTC 2010 corpus. The results are given in Figure 1 . In order to define a set of known vocabularies, we took the ten most widely used vocabularies in the BTC 2010 corpus (see Table 3 ). 1 10 100 1000 0,00% 3,00% 6,00% 9,00% 12,00% 15,00% 18,00% 21,00% 24,00% 27,00% 30,00% 33,00% 36,00% 39,00% 42,00% 45,00% 48,00% 53,00% 57,00% 60,00% 63,00% 66,00% 72,00% 76,00% 80,00% 84,00% 87,00% 91,00% 94,00% 97,00% Fig. 1 . Histogramm of the LE top BT C of up to five random graphs from each of the domains in the BTC 2010 corpus, for a total of 741 graphs. We measured the unambiguity of the corpus. From the set of 57, 532 NIRs that have at least one label in the corpus, 903 NIRs have multiple labels -either multiple labels for at least one of the labeling properties shown in Table 1 , or multiple labels for at least one property and language. This results in an unambiguity ratio of 0.98.
Finally, we measured the multilinguality of the Web of Data. In general, most data sources contained at most one language (2.2%), if any was specified. A merry few (0.7%) contained several language tags, but even they did not have a high completeness. The most commonly used language tags are en (44.72%), de (5.22%), and fr (5.11%).
Labels are used in order to provide a human-readable names for entities. Every entity should have labels in all relevant languages. Almost none of the datasets on the Web have a full set of labels in more than one language, i.e. most ontologies are not multi-lingual. Thus they miss a potential benefit of the Semantic Web, i.e. the language-independence of the Web of Data.
Conclusion
Our work has investigated the current state of labeling the Web of Data, and some problems that need to be considered in the future in order to optimize the ways application developers and potential end-users interact with the data. We have defined metrics to assess the completeness, efficient accessibility, unambiguity, and multilinguality. These metrics address issues that were problematic during the development of applications. The list is not complete, but sound given that they are all based in previous experience. While defining the metrics, we noticed that we had to include a number of parameters that depend on the application that will use the knowledge. This is not surprising: data on the Web of Data is hardly ever evaluable by itself -it greatly benefits from knowing the context of an application that will use the data. The parameters in the evaluation metrics allow to customize the metrics based on the given application, on the labeling properties the application understands, and on the set of entities that are expected to play a role when using the application.
Based on our findings and the argumentation leading to the definition our metrics, we can nevertheless make a number of suggestions on how to improve the quality and usefulness of labels in the data:
-Provide labels for all URIs mentioned in a given RDF graph, not only for the main entities, as this will considerably speed displaying the data with human-readable names and reduce the number of requests significantly. -Provide a complete set of labels in all supported languages. One of the biggest advantages of the Web of Data is its inherent multilinguality, but currently this is a tremendously underused feature of the architecture. -If you are using a labeling property of your own, connect your labeling property to rdfs:label explicitly with the rdfs:subPropertyOf property. Use rdfs:label redundantly as well, since many tools will not provide the inferencing needed to understand your labeling property. If possible, simply avoid using your own labeling property. -Do not provide more than one obvious preferred label for each entity, in order to decrease the possible confusion for the end-user when using an application over your data.
The suggestions given above lead to an obvious problem: even a moderately small RDF graph with about 100 triples will include about 150 entities. Labeling all these entities in, e.g. ten languages will lead to an extra 1500 triples -a huge overhead (and not even considering the costs creating those labels, a task that would highly benefit from automation). While one could devise new protocols to deal with these problems, there is also an under-utilized existing solution: HTTP allows to set the Accept-Language header, that defines a set of natural languages the response should cover [16] . By using the HTTP headers a data provider could both provide all labels necessary for an efficient exposure of the data, as well as not unnecessarily inflate the size of the response by only providing the requested languages.
Labels should follow a style guide and be used consistently. A style guide should define if classes are labeled with plural or singular noun, if properties are labeled with nouns or verbs, etc. Labels should never use camel case or similar escape mechanisms for multi word terms, but instead simply use space characters (or whatever is most suitable for the given language). I.e. an URI http://example.org/LargeCity should have a label "large city"@en. External dictionaries such as WordNet [15] can be used to check consistency with regards to a style guide.
In an environment where datasets are assembled on the fly from multiple datasets [1] , the assembled parts may follow different style guides. The assembled dataset will then not adhere to a single style guide and thus offer an inconsistent user interface. It is not expected that a single style guide will become ubiquitous on the whole Web. Instead, a dataset may specify explicitly what style guide it follows, and even provide labels following different style guides. This would allow to introduce a subproperty of label that is style guide specific, which would in return allow for the consistent display of assembled datasets.
Even when subproperties of rdfs:label are defined, there should always be one label (per supported language) given explicitly by using rdfs:label itself. Even though this is semantically redundant, many tools (especially visualization tools) do not apply reasoning for fetching the labels of an entity but simply look for the explicit triple stating the entity's label.
Many of the problems described in this paper are a consequence of publishing data using the Linked Open Data principles. It is not clear if this is indeed the best way to publish data on the Web of Data. Serving data through a SPARQL endpoint provides a viable alternative, with the big advantage that the application can, in a very fine-grained way, describe exactly what kind of information, labels, and language it needs. The SPARQL endpoint can then try to understand the query and do its best effort to provide a viable response.
The Linked Open Data principles have spread widely due to their obvious advantages derived from being part of the Web architecture. But the principles are meeting their limitations, as this investigation on labels shows. The Semantic Web has long struggled with the chicken and egg problem of data vs. applications. Now that the data is there, we see that applications don't yet follow with the same force that the datasets had. One of the reasons is the lack of quality in some of the published datasets.
Labeling may be just a small, but at the same time it is an absolutely essential piece of the puzzle that is needed for the Web of Data to finally become widely used.
